
Periodic inspections 
The first Inspection – 24 months after the purchase 
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The second Inspection – 48 months after the purchase 
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The third Inspection – 72 months after the purchase 
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The fourth Inspection –96 months after the purchase 
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The fifth inspection –120 months after the purchase  
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WARRANTY CARD 
 
1. The guarantee period 
The warranty period is 120 months for the basic technical parameters of the  
collector, from the launch date, but not longer than 123 months from date of 
manufacture. In the guarantee period the user of the device has the right for 
removing free of charge all defects arising from the fault of the producer. The 
date of repair of the device amounts to 14 days from the date of written 
reporting the defect to the producer. The application should be confirmed by 
the authorised Fitter or the Service Engineer. 
 
2. General conditions of the warranty: 
- the performer became familiar and made the solar thermal system 
according to the warranty conditions mentioned in point 1 of the warranty 
card, confirmed and signed up in point 3.1 and 3.2,   
- the user became familiar and will use the solar thermal system according to 
the warranty conditions mentioned in point 1 of the warranty card, confirmed 
and signed up in point 6,   
 -  the company or the making Fitter: will perform the assembly, starting, 
repair and service inspections works according to the building art and he is a 
specialist company,  
- the user will commission for specialist company every 24 months a review 
of the device, confirmed with entry in a warranty card. This  with condition for 
free of charge repair or service is paid.   
- condition for the free repair or replacement is presentation of the original 
warranty card confirming the installation, repairs and servicing by a 
specialist.  
- replacement of the device producing an authentic warranty card confirming 
the assembly, repairs and annual servicing by the specialist  defects 

 
- the warranty doesn't include  inappropriate storing both the transport, and 
the wrong assembly, 
- it is recommended while starting to deaerate the solar installation and 
collectors by using the filling-flushing station.  
 
 



 

 

 
3. Data confirming the sale of the solar collector 

 

Type Serial number 

E-PVT 2.0  

 
           Date of manufacture:                                    Purchase invoice no: 
 
         ...................................                                    ................................... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  

Stamp and signature of the producer         Seller Stamp and signature of Seller 
 
4. The assembly and starting the device: 
4.1 confirming the correct assembly of the device compatible with the warranty 
conditions mentioned in point 1 of the warranty card  

Correct effect of protections was checked        
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Date, stamp and signature of Fitter 
 
4.2 Confirming starting the device compatible with the warranty conditions 
mentioned in point 1 of the warranty card. 

Pressure in the solar circulation after starting ................................. [bar] 

Name of liquid………..…………………. 

Lot number.……………………………… 

Date of manufacture………..………….. 

Quantity in system ……………........ [L] 

 
 

Date, stamp and signature of Service Engineer 
 
 
 
 

 

5. Detailed warranty conditions 
5.1 Detailed warranty conditions on thermal part of collector E-PVT 2,0 

 
- the producer requires to use only solar fluids that is accepted and offered by the 
producer, e.g. ENSOLICOL AL -30.  
- the solar thermal system must be closed (hermetic):  
- the solar system can not contain automatic vents (potential place through the 

installation can get into air), 
- before the first start, the solar system must be completely deaerated, and be 

leakproofed by the plumber,  

- It is allowed to use only connections systems that are offered by the 
producer, 

- any leaks are associated with getting air into the solar thermal system with 
maximize the risk of corrosion.  

 
The producer allowes to use only connections systems that are offered by the 
producer, 
It is recommended to do the solar system with flexible stainless steel tubes or steel 
tubes. It is forbidden to connect directly the connector pipe of the collector witch any 
copper or brass parts of the solar system witch increases the possibility of 
electrochemical corrosion.      
 
5.2 Detailed warranty conditions on the electrical collector E-PVT 2.0 

Manufacturer warrants that the modules at the time of delivery will be free from 
defects in workmanship and materials, under standard use, proper installation and 
service conditions. The warranty period for defects in materials and workmanship is 
120 months from the date of delivery. 
This warranty does not cover damage or defects which were caused by repairs or 
attempted repairs performed by anyone other than the manufacturer or an authorized 
service center. 
 
Conditions not covered by the warranty 

- Modules are modified, corrupted, damaged, improperly transported, installed or 
used incorrectly; 
- Modules are installed in a marine environment, subjected to improper voltage, 
voltage changes, or abnormal environmental conditions (such as acid rain); 
- As a result of force majeure. 

 
6. Certifying the User: 

I hereby declare, that: 
- the device was delivered in conformity with the order,  
- the specialist company acquainted me with the rule of operation and the device 
support and handed the documentation, 
- I am  taking note of recommendations of the producer,  
- I am confirming correct action of organising starting on the day, 
- I am acquainted with the warranty conditions mentioned in point 1 and point 5 of the 
warranty card. 
   
 
 
 
           Date, signature of User 
 

 

 

 

 


